
My Sri Lanka  



What do Sri Lankans eat? 

Traditional Food eaten at “Avurudu”; the 

Sri Lankan New Year which falls on the 14th 

of April!  



Sri Lankan children usually eat Rice 

and Curries for lunch and dinner. 



Where does Rice come from? 

The Paddy Fields 



But we do eat things like pizza, 

pasta and sandwiches as well!  



Sri Lankans drink a lot of tea like 

you! 

But where does it come from? 





Then the leaves are dried and ground in a 

huge machine like this until it becomes the 

tea that we drink!!! 



Toys! 

 Sometimes we make our own toys! 

 



Girls love to play with the clay pots 

and pans almost like the toy tea 

cups and saucers that you play with! 



“Kurummbatti Machima” 

Almost like a spinning top made out of coconut 

tree leaves. Except it makes so much noise! 



This is what we have instead of tree 

houses! 



What do Sri Lankans wear? 

Girls 
 The Kandyan sari, also know as the osari, 

(which is what I’m wearing now  ) is a 

very traditional dress worn by girls on 

special occasions such as weddings and 

for religious ceremonies. 

 The “Redai Hattai” which literally 

translates to “Skirt and a short top”  is 

what girls used to wear everyday a long, 

long time ago. 

 

 



What do Sri Lankans Wear? 

Boys 
 A very long time ago, boys in Sri lanka 

wore sarongs, which is actually a piece of 

fabric sawn together. 

 The sarongs are usually made of batik 

material; a beautiful way of printing 

patterns on an ordinary plain piece of 

cloth. 

 



A Batik Sarong 



What do Sri Lankan children wear 

to school? 





 In many schools, girls wear white dresses, 

and plait their hair when they come to 

school in the morning. 

 The boys wear a white shirt and either 

blue or white shorts. 



How do children go to school? 

 Some of them are lucky enough to live 

very close to their school, so they walk. 

 Others take a school bus. 

 But the most interesting way in which 

children get to school is the “trishaw” 

 A “Trishaw” is almost like a taxi or a cab. 

The difference is the “trishaw” is not a car, 

and has no doors.  

 





What kind of animals do you see in 

Sri Lanka? 

                   Leopard 



Elephants 





Peacock   





Things to see  



The Lovely beaches!! 





Castles and Buildings that are 

thousands of years old 



The Kandyan Dancers and the 

“Perahara” 





The Waterfalls and the Mountains 






